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Biography from Wikipedia: “Frederick Douglass (born Frederick Augustus Washington Bailey,
circa 1818 – February 20, 1895) was an American social reformer, orator, writer and
statesman. After escaping from slavery [in Maryland], he became a leader of the abolitionist
movement, gaining renown for his dazzling oratory and incisive antislavery writing. He stood as
a living counter-example to slaveholders’ arguments that slaves did not have the intellectual
capacity to function as independent American citizens. He became a major speaker for the cause
of abolition. He may have been the most famous person in the U.S., after President Lincoln. In
addition to his oratory, Douglass wrote several autobiographies, eloquently describing his life as
a slave, and his struggles to be free. His classic autobiography, Life and Times of Frederick
Douglass, is one of the best known accounts of American slavery. After the Civil War, Douglass
remained very active in America’s struggle to reach its potential as a ‘land of the free.’
Douglass actively supported women’s suffrage. Following the war, he worked on behalf of equal
rights for freedmen, and held multiple public offices.”
CHAPTER II.
REMOVAL FROM GRANDMOTHER'S.
Living thus with my grandmother, whose kindness and love stood in place of my mother's,
it was some time before I knew myself to be a slave. I knew many other things before I knew
that. Her little cabin had to me the attractions of a palace. Its fence-railed floor--which was
equally floor and bedstead--up stairs, and its clay floor down stairs, its dirt and straw chimney,
and windowless sides, and that most curious piece of workmanship, the ladder stairway, and the
hole so strangely dug in front of the fire-place, beneath which grandmamma placed her sweet
potatoes, to keep them from frost in winter, were full of interest to my childish observation. The
squirrels, as they skipped the fences, climbed the trees, or gathered their nuts, were an unceasing
delight to me. There, too, right at the side of the hut, stood the old well, with its stately and
skyward-pointing beam, so aptly placed between the limbs of what had once been a tree, and so
nicely balanced, that I could move it up and down with only one hand, and could get a drink
myself without calling for help. Nor were these all the attractions of the place. At a little distance
stood Mr. Lee's mill, where the people came in large numbers to get their corn ground. I can
never tell the many things thought and felt, as I sat on the bank and watched that mill, and the
turning of its ponderous wheel. The mill-pond, too, had its charms; and with my pin-hook and
thread line I could get amusing nibbles if I could catch no fish.
It was not long, however, before I began to learn the sad fact that this house of my
childhood belonged not to my dear old grandmother, but to some one I had never seen, and who
lived a great distance off. I learned, too, the sadder fact, that not only the home and lot, but that
grandmother herself and all the little children around her belonged to a mysterious personage,
called by grandmother, with every mark of reverence, "Old Master." Thus early did clouds and
shadows begin to fall upon my path.
I learned that this old master, whose name seemed ever to be mentioned with fear and
shuddering, only allowed the little children to live with grandmother for a limited time, and that
as soon as they were big enough they were promptly taken away to live with the said old master.
These were distressing revelations indeed. My grandmother was all the world to me, and the
thought of being separated from her was a most unwelcome suggestion to my affections and
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hopes. This mysterious old master was really a man of some consequence. He owned several
farms in Tuckahoe, was the chief clerk and butler on the home plantation of Colonel Lloyd, had
overseers as well as slaves on his own farms, and gave directions to the overseers on the farms
owned by Colonel Lloyd. Captain Aaron Anthony, for such is the name and title of my old
master, lived on Colonel Lloyd's plantation, which was situated on the Wye river, and which was
one of the largest, most fertile, and best appointed in the State.
About this plantation and this old master I was most eager to know everything which could
be known; and, unhappily for me, all the information I could get concerning him increased my
dread of being separated from my grandmother and grandfather. I wished it was possible I could
remain small all my life, knowing that the sooner I grew large the shorter would be my time to
remain with them. Everything about the cabin became doubly dear, and I was sure there could be
no other spot equal to it on earth. But the time came when I must go, and my grandmother,
knowing my fears, in pity for them, kindly kept me ignorant of the dreaded moment up to the
morning (a beautiful summer morning) when we were to start, and, indeed, during the whole
journey, which, child as I was, I remember as well as if it were yesterday, she kept the
unwelcome truth hidden from me. The distance from Tuckahoe to Colonel Lloyd's, where my
old master lived, was full twelve miles, and the walk was quite a severe test of the endurance of
my young legs. The journey would have proved too severe for me, but that my dear old
grandmother (blessings on her memory) afforded occasional relief by "toteing" me on her
shoulder. Advanced in years as she was, as was evident from the more than one gray hair which
peeped from between the ample and graceful folds of her newly and smoothly ironed bandana
turban, grandmother was yet a woman of power and spirit. She was remarkably straight in figure,
elastic and muscular in movement. I seemed hardly to be a burden to her. She would have "toted"
me farther, but I felt myself too much of a man to allow it. Yet while I walked I was not
independent of her. She often found me holding her skirts lest something should come out of the
woods and eat me up. Several old logs and stumps imposed upon me, and got themselves taken
for enormous animals. I could plainly see their legs, eyes, ears, and teeth, till I got close enough
to see that the eyes were knots, washed white with rain, and the legs were broken limbs, and the
ears and teeth only such because of the point from which they were seen.
As the day advanced the heat increased, and it was not until the afternoon that we reached
the much dreaded end of the journey. Here I found myself in the midst of a group of children of
all sizes and of many colors, black, brown, copper colored, and nearly white. I had not seen so
many children before. As a new comer I was an object of special interest. After laughing and
yelling around me and playing all sorts of wild tricks they asked me to go out and play with
them. This I refused to do. Grandmamma looked sad, and I could not help feeling that our being
there boded no good to me. She was soon to lose another object of affection, as she had lost
many before. Affectionately patting me on the head she told me to be a good boy and go out to
play with the children. They are "kin to you," she said, "go and play with them." She pointed out
to me my brother Perry, my sisters, Sarah and Eliza. I had never seen them before, and though I
had sometimes heard of them and felt a curious interest in them, I really did not understand what
they were to me or I to them. Brothers and sisters we were by blood, but slavery had made us
strangers. They were already initiated into the mysteries of old master's domicile, and they
seemed to look upon me with a certain degree of compassion. I really wanted to play with them,
but they were strangers to me, and I was full of fear that my grandmother might leave for home
without taking me with her. Entreated to do so, however, and that, too, by my dear grandmother,
I went to the back part of the house to play with them and the other children. Play, however, I did
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not, but stood with my back against the wall witnessing the playing of the others. At last, while
standing there, one of the children, who had been in the kitchen, ran up to me in a sort of roguish
glee, exclaiming, "Fed, Fed, grandmamma gone!" I could not believe it. Yet, fearing the worst, I
ran into the kitchen to see for myself, and lo! she was indeed gone, and was now far away and
"clean" out of sight. I need not tell all that happened now. Almost heart-broken at the discovery,
I fell upon the ground and wept a boy's bitter tears, refusing to be comforted. My brother gave
me peaches and pears to quiet me, but I promptly threw them on the ground. I had never been
deceived before, and something of resentment at this, mingled with my grief at parting with my
grandmother.
It was now late in the afternoon. The day had been an exciting and wearisome one, and, I
know not where, but I suppose I sobbed myself to sleep, and its balm was never more welcome
to any wounded soul than to mine. The reader may be surprised that I relate so minutely an
incident apparently so trivial and which must have occurred when I was less than seven years
old, but as I wish to give a faithful history of my experience in slavery, I cannot withhold a
circumstance which at the time affected me so deeply, and which I still remember so vividly.
Besides, this was my first introduction to the realities of the slave system.
CHAPTER III.
TROUBLES OF CHILDHOOD.
ONCE established on the home plantation of Col. Lloyd--I was with the children there, left
to the tender mercies of Aunt Katy, a slave woman who was to my master what he was to Col.
Lloyd. Disposing of us in classes or sizes, he left to Aunt Katy all the minor details concerning
our management. She was a woman who never allowed herself to act greatly within the limits of
delegated power, no matter how broad that authority might be. Ambitious of old master's favor,
ill-tempered and cruel by nature, she found in her present position an ample field for the exercise
of her ill-omened qualities. She had a strong hold upon old master, for she was a first-rate cook,
and very industrious. She was therefore greatly favored by him--and as one mark of his favor she
was the only mother who was permitted to retain her children around her, and even to these, her
own children, she was often fiendish in her brutality. Cruel, however, as she sometimes was to
her own children, she was not destitute of maternal feeling, and in her instinct to satisfy their
demands for food, she was often guilty of starving me and the other children. Want of food was
my chief trouble during my first summer here. Captain Anthony, instead of allowing a given
quantity of food to each slave, committed the allowance for all to Aunt Katy, to be divided by
her, after cooking, amongst us. The allowance consisted of coarse corn meal, not very abundant,
and which by passing through Aunt Katy's hands, became more slender still for some of us. I
have often been so pinched with hunger, as to dispute with old "Nep," the dog, for the crumbs
which fell from the kitchen table. Many times have I followed with eager step, the waiting-girl
when she shook the table-cloth, to get the crumbs and small bones flung out for the dogs and
cats. It was a great thing to have the privilege of dipping a piece of bread into the water in which
meat had been boiled--and the skin taken from the rusty bacon was a positive luxury. With this
description of the domestic arrangements of my new home, I may here recount a circumstance
which is deeply impressed on my memory, as affording a bright gleam of a slave-mother's love,
and the earnestness of a mother's care. I had offended Aunt Katy. I do not remember in what
way, for my offences were numerous in that quarter, greatly depending upon her moods as to
their heinousness, and she had adopted her usual mode of punishing me: namely, making me go
all day without food. For the first hour or two after dinner time, I succeeded pretty well in
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keeping up my spirits; but as the day wore away, I found it quite impossible to do so any longer.
Sundown came, but no bread; and in its stead came the threat from Aunt Katy, with a scowl well
suited to its terrible import, that she would starve the life out of me. Brandishing her knife, she
chopped off the heavy slices of bread for the other children, and put the loaf away, muttering all
the while her savage designs upon myself. Against this disappointment, for I was expecting that
her heart would relent at last, I made an extra effort to maintain my dignity, but when I saw the
other children around me with satisfied faces, I could stand it no longer. I went out behind the
kitchen wall and cried like a fine fellow. When wearied with this, I returned to the kitchen, sat by
the fire and brooded over my hard lot. I was too hungry to sleep. While I sat in the corner, I
caught sight of an ear of Indian corn upon an upper shelf. I watched my chance and got it; and
shelling off a few grains, I put it back again. These grains I quickly put into the hot ashes to
roast. I did this at the risk of getting a brutal thumping, for Aunt Katy could beat as well as starve
me. My corn was not long in roasting, and I eagerly pulled it from the ashes, and placed it upon a
stool in a clever little pile. I began to help myself, when who but my own dear mother should
come in. The scene which followed is beyond my power to describe. The friendless and hungry
boy, in his extremest need, found himself in the strong protecting arms his mother. I have before
spoken my mother's dignified and impressive manner. I shall never forget the indescribable
expression of her countenance when I told her that Aunt Katy had said she would starve the life
out of me. There was deep and tender pity in her glance at me, and a fiery indignation at Aunt
Katy at the same moment, and while she took the corn from me, and gave in its stead a large
ginger cake, she read Aunt Katy a lecture which was never forgotten. That night I learned as I
had never learned before, that I was not only a child, but somebody's child. I was grander upon
my mother's knee than a king upon his throne. But my triumph was short. I dropped off to sleep,
and waked in the morning to find my mother gone and myself at the mercy again of the virago in
my master's kitchen, whose fiery wrath was my constant dread.
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My mother had walked twelve miles to see me, and had the same distance to travel over
again before the morning sunrise. I do not remember ever seeing her again. Her death soon ended
the little communication that had existed between us, and with it, I believe, a life full of
weariness and heartfelt sorrow. To me it has ever been a grief that I knew my mother so little,
and have so few of her words treasured in my remembrance. I have since learned that she was
the only one of all the colored people of Tuckahoe who could read. How she acquired this
knowledge I know not, for Tuckahoe was the last place in the world where she would have been
likely to find facilities for learning. I can therefore fondly and proudly ascribe to her, an earnest
love of knowledge. That a field-hand should learn to read in any slave State is remarkable, but
the achievements of my mother, considering the place and circumstances, was very
extraordinary. In view of this fact, I am happy to attribute any love of letters I may have, not to
my presumed Anglo-Saxon paternity, but to the native genius of my sable, unprotected, and
uncultivated mother--a woman who belonged to a race whose mental endowments are still
disparaged and despised.
CHAPTER IV.
A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE SLAVE PLANTATION.
IT was generally supposed that slavery in the State of Maryland existed in its mildest form,
and that it was totally divested of those harsh and terrible peculiarities which characterized the
slave system in the Southern and South Western States of the American Union. The ground of
this opinion was the contiguity of the free States, and the influence of their moral, religious, and
humane sentiments. Public opinion was, indeed, a measurable restraint upon the cruelty and
barbarity of masters, overseers, and slave-drivers, whenever and wherever it could reach them;
but there were certain secluded and out of the way places, even in the State of Maryland, fifty
years ago, seldom visited by a single ray of healthy public sentiment, where slavery, wrapt in its
own congenial darkness, could and did develop all its malign and shocking characteristics, where
it could be indecent without shame, cruel without shuddering, and murderous without
apprehension or fear of exposure, or punishment. Just such a secluded, dark, and out of the way
place, was the home plantation of Colonel Edward Lloyd, in Talbot county, eastern shore of
Maryland. It was far away from all the great thoroughfares of travel and commerce, and
proximate to no town or village. There was neither school-house nor town-house in its
neighborhood. The school-house was unnecessary, for there were no children to go to school.
The children and grand-children of Col. Lloyd were taught in the house by a private tutor (a Mr.
Page from Greenfield, Massachusetts, a tall, gaunt, sapling of a man, remarkably dignified,
thoughtful, and reticent, and who did not speak a dozen words to a slave in a whole year). The
overseer's children went off somewhere in the State to school, and therefore could bring no
foreign or dangerous influence from abroad to embarrass the natural operation of the slave
system of the place. Not even the commonest mechanics, from whom there might have been an
occasional outburst of honest and telling indignation at cruelty and wrong on other plantations,
were white men here. Its whole public was made up of and divided into three classes,
slaveholders, slaves, and overseers. Its blacksmiths, wheelwrights, shoemakers, weavers, and
coopers, were slaves. Not even commerce, selfish and indifferent to moral considerations as it
usually is, was permitted within its secluded precincts. Whether with a view of guarding against
the escape of its secrets, I know not, but it is a fact, that every leaf and grain of the products of
this plantation and those of the neighboring farms, belonging to Col. Lloyd, were transported to
Baltimore in his own vessels, every man and boy on board of which, except the captain, were
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owned by him as his property. In return, everything brought to the plantation came through the
same channel. To make this isolation more apparent it may be stated that the adjoining estates to
Col. Lloyd's were owned and occupied by friends of his, who were as deeply interested as
himself in maintaining the slave system in all its rigor. These were the Tilgmans, the
Goldboroughs, the Lockermans, the Pacas, the Skinners, Gibsons, and others of lesser affluence
and standing.
The fact is, public opinion in such a quarter, the reader must see, was not likely to be very
efficient in protecting the slave from cruelty. To be a restraint upon abuses of this nature, opinion
must emanate from humane and virtuous communities, and to no such opinion or influence was
Col. Lloyd's plantation exposed. It was a little nation by itself, having its own language, its own
rules, regulations, and customs. The troubles and controversies arising here were not settled by
the civil power of the State. The overseer was the important dignitary. He was generally accuser,
judge, jury, advocate, and executioner. The criminal was always dumb--and no slave was
allowed to testify, other than against his brother slave.
There were, of course, no conflicting rights of property, for all the people were the property
of one man, and they could themselves own no property. Religion and politics were largely
excluded. One class of the population was too high to be reached by the common preacher, and
the other class was too low in condition and ignorance to be much cued for by religious teachers,
and yet some religious ideas did enter this dark corner.
This, however, is not the only view which the place presented. Though civilization was in
many respects shut out, nature could not be. Though separated from the rest of the world, though
public opinion, as I have said, could seldom penetrate its dark domain, though the whole place
was stamped with its own peculiar iron-like individuality, and though crimes, highhanded and
atrocious, could be committed there with strange and shocking impunity, it was to outward
seeming a most strikingly interesting place, full of life, activity, and spirit, and presented a very
favorable contrast to the indolent monotony and languor of Tuckahoe. It resembled in some
respects descriptions I have since read of the old baronial domains of Europe. Keen as was my
regret, and great as was my sorrow, at leaving my old home, I was not long in adapting myself to
this my new one. A man's troubles are always half disposed of when he finds endurance the only
alternative. I found myself here; there was no getting away; and naught remained for me but to
make the best of it. Here were plenty of children to play with, and plenty of pleasant resorts for
boys of my age and older. The little tendrils of affection so rudely broken from the darling
objects in and around my grandmother's home, gradually began to extend and twine themselves
around the new surroundings. Here for the first time I saw a large wind-mill, with its widesweeping white wings, a commanding object to a child's eye. This was situated on what was
called Long Point--a tract of land dividing Miles river from the Wye. I spent many hours here
watching the wings of this wondrous mill. In the river, or what was called the "Swash," at a short
distance from the shore, quietly lying at anchor, with her small row boat dancing at her stern,
was a large sloop, the Sally Lloyd, called by that name in honor of the favorite daughter of the
Colonel. These two objects, the sloop and mill, as I remember, awakened thoughts, ideas, and
wondering. Then here were a great many houses, human habitations full of the mysteries of life
at every stage of it. There was the little red house up the road, occupied by Mr. Seveir, the
overseer; a little nearer to my old master's stood a long, low, rough building literally alive with
slaves of all ages, sexes, conditions, sizes, and colors. This was called the long quarter. Perched
upon a hill east of our house, was a tall dilapidated old brick building, the architectural
dimensions of which proclaimed its creation for a different purpose, now occupied by slaves, in a
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similar manner to the long quarters. Besides these, there were numerous other slave houses and
huts, scattered around in the neighborhood, every nook and corner of which, were completely
occupied.
Old master's house, a long brick building, plain but substantial, was centrally located, and
was an independent establishment. Besides these houses there were barns, stables, store houses,
tobacco-houses, blacksmith shops, wheelwright shops, cooper shops; but above all there stood
the grandest building my young eyes had ever beheld, called by everyone on the plantation the
great house. This was occupied by Col. Lloyd and his family. It was surrounded by numerous
and variously shaped out-buildings. There were kitchens, wash-houses, dairies, summer-houses,
green-houses, hen-houses, turkey-houses, pigeon-houses, and arbors of many sizes and devices,
all neatly painted or whitewashed--interspersed with grand old trees, ornamental and primitive,
which afforded delightful shade in summer and imparted to the scene a high degree of stately
beauty. The great house itself was a large white wooden building with wings on three sides of it.
In front a broad portico extended the entire length of the building, supported by a long range of
columns, which gave to the Colonel's home an air of great dignity and grandeur. It was a treat to
my young and gradually opening mind to behold this elaborate exhibition of wealth, power, and
beauty.
The carriage entrance to the house was by a large gate, more than a quarter of a mile distant.
The intermediate space was a beautiful lawn, very neatly kept and cared for. It was dotted thickly
over with trees and flowers. The road or lane from the gate to the great house was richly paved
with white pebbles from the beach, and in its course formed a complete circle around the lawn.
Outside this select enclosure were parks, as about the residences of the English nobility, where
rabbits, deer, and other wild game might be seen peering and playing about, with "none to molest
them or make them afraid." The tops of the stately poplars were often covered with red-winged
blackbirds, making all nature vocal with the joyous life and beauty of their wild, warbling notes.
These all belonged to me as well as to Col. Edward Lloyd, and, whether they did or not, I greatly
enjoyed them. Not far from the great house were the stately mansions of the dead Lloyds--a
place of somber aspect. Vast tombs, embowered beneath the weeping willow and the fir tree, told
of the generations of the family, as well as their wealth. Superstition was rife among the slaves
about this family burying-ground. Strange sights had been seen there by some of the older slaves,
and I was often compelled to hear stories of shrouded ghosts, riding on great black horses, and of
balls of fire which had been seen to fly there at midnight, and of startling and dreadful sounds
that had been repeatedly heard. Slaves knew enough of the Orthodox theology at the time, to
consign all bad slaveholders to hell, and they often fancied such persons wishing themselves
back again to wield the lash. Tales of sights and sounds strange and terrible, connected with the
huge black tombs, were a great security to the grounds about them, for few of the slaves had the
courage to approach them during the day time. It was a dark, gloomy and forbidding place, and it
was difficult to feel that the spirits of the sleeping dust there deposited reigned with the blest in
the realms of eternal peace.
Here was transacted the business of twenty or thirty different farms, which, with the slaves
upon them, numbering, in all, not less than a thousand, all belonged to Col. Lloyd. Each farm
was under the management of an overseer, whose word was law.
Mr. Lloyd at this time was very rich. His slaves alone, numbering as I have said not less
than a thousand, were an immense fortune, and though scarcely a month passed without the sale
of one or more lots to the Georgia traders, there was no apparent diminution in the number of his
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human stock. The selling of any to the State of Georgia was a sore and mournful event to those
left behind, as well as to the victims themselves.
The reader has already been informed of the handicrafts carried on here by the slaves.
"Uncle" Toney was the blacksmith, "Uncle" Harry the cartwright, and "Uncle" Abel was the
shoemaker, and these had assistants in their several departments. These mechanics were called
"Uncles" by all the younger slaves, not because they really sustained that relationship to any, but
according to plantation etiquette as a mark of respect, due from the younger to the older slaves.
Strange and even ridiculous as it may seem, among a people so uncultivated and with so many
stern trials to look in the face, there is not to be found among any people a more rigid
enforcement of the law of respect to elders than is maintained among them. I set this down as
partly constitutional with the colored race and partly conventional. There is no better material in
the world for making a gentleman than is furnished in the African.
Among other slave notabilities, I found here one called by everybody, white and colored,
"Uncle" Isaac Copper. It was seldom that a slave, however venerable, was honored with a
surname in Maryland, and so completely has the south shaped the manners of the north in this
respect that their right to such honor is tardily admitted even now. It goes sadly against the grain
to address and treat a negro as one would address and treat a white man. But once in a while,
even in a slave state, a negro had a surname fastened to him by common consent. This was the
case with "Uncle" Isaac Copper. When the "Uncle" was dropped, he was called Doctor Copper.
He was both our Doctor of Medicine and our Doctor of Divinity. Where he took his degree I am
unable to say, but he was too well established in his profession to permit question as to his native
skill, or attainments. One qualification he certainly had. He was a confirmed cripple, wholly
unable to work, and was worth nothing for sale in the market. Though lame, he was no sluggard.
He made his crutches do him good service, and was always on the alert looking up the sick, and
such as were supposed to need his aid and counsel. His remedial prescriptions embraced four
articles. For diseases of the body, epsom salts and castor oil; for those of the soul, the "Lord's
prayer," and a few stout hickory switches.
I was early sent to Doctor Isaac Copper, with twenty or thirty other children, to learn the
Lord's prayer. The old man was seated on a huge three-legged oaken stool, armed with several
large hickory switches, and from the point where he sat, lame as he was, he could reach every
boy in the room. After standing a while to learn what was expected of us, he commanded us to
kneel down. This done, he told us to say everything he said. "Our Father"--this we repeated after
him with promptness and uniformity--"who art in Heaven," was less promptly and uniformly
repeated, and the old gentleman paused in the prayer to give us a short lecture, and to use his
switches on our backs.
Everybody in the South seemed to want the privilege of whipping somebody else. Uncle
Isaac, though a good old man, shared the common passion of his time and country. I cannot say I
was much edified by attendance upon his ministry. There was even at that time something a little
inconsistent and laughable, in my mind, in the blending of prayer with punishment. . . .
I have been often asked during the earlier part of my free life at the north, how I happened
to have so little of the slave accent in my speech. The mystery is in some measure explained by
my association with Daniel Lloyd, the youngest son of Col. Edward Lloyd. The law of
compensation holds here as well as elsewhere. While this lad could not associate with ignorance
without sharing its shade, he could not give his black playmates his company without giving
them his superior intelligence as well. Without knowing this, or caring about it at the time, I, for
some cause or other, was attracted to him and was much his companion. . . .
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CHAPTER V.
A SLAVEHOLDER'S CHARACTER
ALTHOUGH my old master, Captain Anthony, gave me, at the first of my coming to him
from my grandmother's, very little attention, and although that little was of a remarkably mild
and gentle description, a few months only were sufficient to convince me that mildness and
gentleness were not the prevailing or governing traits of his character. These excellent qualities
were displayed only occasionally. He could, when it suited him, appear to be literally insensible
to the claims of humanity. He could not only be deaf to the appeals of the helpless against the
aggressor, but he could himself commit outrages deep, dark, and nameless. Yet he was not by
nature worse than other men. Had he been brought up in a free state, surrounded by the full
restraints of civilized society --restraints which are necessary to the freedom of all its members,
alike and equally, Capt. Anthony might have been as humane a man as are members of such
society generally. A man's character always takes its hue, more or less, from the form and color
of things about him. The slaveholder, as well as the slave, was the victim of the slave system.
Under the whole heavens there could be no relation more unfavorable to the development of
honorable character than that sustained by the slaveholder to the slave. Reason is imprisoned
here and passions run wild. Could the reader have seen Captain Anthony gently leading me by
the hand, as he sometimes did, patting me on the head, speaking to me in soft, caressing tones
and calling me his little Indian boy, he would have deemed him a kind-hearted old man, and
really almost fatherly to the slave boy. But the pleasant moods of a slaveholder are transient and
fitful. They neither come often nor remain long. The temper of the old man was subject to
special trials, but since these trials were never borne patiently, they added little to his natural
stock of patience. Aside from his troubles with his slaves and those of Mr. Lloyd's, he made the
impression upon me of being an unhappy man. Even to my child's eye he wore a troubled and at
times a haggard aspect. His strange movements excited my curiosity and awakened my
compassion. He seldom walked alone without muttering to himself, and he occasionally stormed
about as if defying an army of invisible foes. Most of his leisure was spent in walking around,
cursing and gesticulating as if possessed by a demon. He was evidently a wretched man, at war
with his own soul and all the world around him. To be overheard by the children disturbed him
very little. He made no more of our presence than that of the ducks and geese he met on the
green. But when his gestures were most violent, ending with a threatening shake of the head and
a sharp snap of his middle finger and thumb, I deemed it wise to keep at a safe distance from
him.
One of the first circumstances that opened my eyes to the cruelties and wickedness of
slavery and its hardening influences upon my old master, was his refusal to interpose his
authority to protect and shield a young woman, a cousin of mine, who had been most cruelly
abused and beaten by his overseer in Tuckahoe. This overseer, a Mr. Plummer, was like most of
his class, little less than a human brute; and in addition to his general profligacy and repulsive
coarseness, he was a miserable drunkard, a man not fit to have the management of a drove of
mules. In one of his moments of drunken madness he committed the outrage which brought the
young woman in question down to my old master's for protection. The poor girl, on her arrival at
our house, presented a most pitiable appearance. She had left in haste and without preparation,
and probably without the knowledge of Mr. Plummer. She had traveled twelve miles, barefooted. bare-necked, and bare-headed. Her neck and shoulders were covered with scars newly
made, and not content with marring her neck and shoulders with the cowhide, the cowardly
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wretch had dealt her a blow on the head with a hickory club, which cut a horrible gash and left
her face literally covered with blood. In this condition the poor young woman came down to
implore protection at the hands of my old master. I expected to see him boil over with rage at the
revolting deed, and to hear him fill the air with curses upon the brutal Plummer; but I was
disappointed. He sternly told her in an angry tone, "She deserved every bit of it, and if she did
not go home instantly he would himself take the remaining skin from her neck and back." Thus
the poor girl was compelled to return without redress, and perhaps to receive an additional
flogging for daring to appeal to authority higher than that of the overseer.
I did not at that time understand the philosophy of this treatment of my cousin. I think I now
understand it. This treatment was a part of the system, rather than a part of the man. To have
encouraged appeals of this kind would have occasioned much loss of time, and leave the
overseer powerless to enforce obedience. Nevertheless, when a slave had nerve enough to go
straight to his master, with a well-founded complaint against an overseer, though he might be
repelled and have even that of which he complained at the time repeated, and though he might be
beaten by his master as well as by the overseer, for his temerity, in the end, the policy of
complaining was generally vindicated by the relaxed rigor of the overseer's treatment. The latter
became more careful and less disposed to use the lash upon such slaves thereafter.
The overseer very naturally disliked to have the ear of the master disturbed by complaints,
and either for this reason or because of advice privately given him by his employer, he generally
modified the rigor of his rule after complaints of this kind had been made against him. For some
cause or other the slaves, no matter how often they were repulsed by their masters, were ever
disposed to regard them with less abhorrence than the overseer. And yet these masters would
often go beyond their overseers in wanton cruelty. They wielded the lash without any sense of
responsibility. They could cripple or kill without fear of consequences. I have seen my old
master in a tempest of wrath, full of pride, hatred, jealousy, and revenge, where he seemed a very
fiend.
The circumstances which I am about to narrate, and which gave rise to this fearful tempest
of passion, were not singular, but very common in our slave-holding community.
The reader will have noticed that among the names of slaves, Esther is mentioned. This was
a young woman who possessed that which was ever a curse to the slave girl--namely, personal
beauty. She was tall, light-colored, well formed, and made a fine appearance. Esther was courted
by "Ned Roberts," the son of a favorite slave of Col. Lloyd, who was as fine-looking a young
man as Esther was a woman. Some slave-holders would have been glad to have promoted the
marriage of two such persons, but for some reason, Captain Anthony disapproved of their
courtship. He strictly ordered her to quit the company of young Roberts, telling her that he would
punish her severely if he ever found her again in his company. But it was impossible to keep this
couple apart. Meet they would, and meet they did. Had Mr. Anthony been himself a man of
honor, his motives in this matter might have appeared more favorably. As it was, they appeared
as abhorrent as they were contemptible. It was one of the damning characteristics of slavery, that
it robbed its victims of every earthly incentive to a holy life. The fear of God and the hope of
heaven were sufficient to sustain many slave women amidst the snares and dangers of their
strange lot; but they were ever at the mercy of the power, passion, and caprice of their owners.
Slavery provided no means for the honorable perpetuation of the race. Yet despite of this
destitution there were many men and women among the slaves who were true and faithful to
each other through life.
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But to the case in hand. Abhorred and circumvented as he was, Captain Anthony, having the
power, was determined on revenge. I happened to see its shocking execution, and shall never
forget the scene. It was early in the morning, when all was still, and before any of the family in
the house or kitchen had risen. I was, in fact, awakened by the heartrending shrieks and piteous
cries of poor Esther. My sleeping-place was on the dirt floor of a little rough closet which opened
into the kitchen, and through the cracks in its unplaned boards I could distinctly see and hear
what was going on, without being seen. Esther's wrists were firmly tied, and the twisted rope was
fastened to a strong iron staple in a heavy wooden beam above, near the fire-place. Here she
stood on a bench, her arms tightly drawn above her head. Her back and shoulders were perfectly
bare. Behind her stood old master, with cowhide in hand, pursuing his barbarous work with all
manner of harsh, coarse, and tantalizing epithets. He was cruelly deliberate, and protracted the
torture as one who was delighted with the agony of his victim. Again and again he drew the
hateful scourge through his hand, adjusting it with a view of dealing the most pain-giving blow
his strength and skill could inflict. Poor Esther had never before been severely whipped. Her
shoulders were plump and tender. Each blow, vigorously laid on, brought screams from her as
well as blood. "Have mercy! Oh, mercy!" she cried. "I wont do so no more." But her piercing
cries seemed only to increase his fury. The whole scene, with all its attendants, was revolting and
shocking to the last degree, and when the motives for the brutal castigation are known, language
has no power to convey a just sense of its dreadful criminality. After laying on I dare not say
how many stripes, old master untied his suffering victim. When let down she could scarcely
stand. From my heart I pitied her, and child as I was, and new to such scenes, the shock was
tremendous. I was terrified, hushed, stunned, and bewildered. The scene here described was
often repeated, for Edward and Esther continued to meet, notwithstanding all efforts to prevent
their meeting. . . .
CHAPTER IX.
CHANGE OF LOCATION.
I HAVE nothing cruel or shocking to relate of my own personal experience while I
remained on Col. Lloyd's plantation, at the home of my old master. An occasional cuff from
Aunt Katy, and a regular whipping from old master, such as any heedless and mischievous boy
might get from his father, is all that I have to say of this sort. I was not old enough to work in the
field, and there being little else than field-work to perform, I had much leisure. The most I had to
do was to drive up the cows in the evening, to keep the front-yard clean, and to perform small
errands for my young mistress, Lucretia Auld. I had reasons for thinking this lady was very
kindly disposed toward me, and although I was not often the object of her attention, I constantly
regarded her as my friend, and was always glad when it was my privilege to do her a service. In a
family where there was so much that was harsh and indifferent, the slightest word or look of
kindness was of great value. Miss Lucretia--as we all continued to call her long after her
marriage--had bestowed on me such looks and words as taught me that she pitied me, if she did
not love me. She sometimes gave me a piece of bread and butter, an article not set down in our
bill of fare, but an extra ration aside from both Aunt Katy and old master, and given as I believed
solely out of the tender regard she had for me. Then too, I one day got into the wars with Uncle
Abel's son "Ike," and had got sadly worsted; the little rascal struck me directly in the forehead
with a sharp piece of cinder, fused with iron, from the old blacksmith's forge, which made a
cross in my forehead very plainly to be seen even now. The gash bled very freely, and I roared
and betook myself home. The cold-hearted Aunt Katy paid no attention either to my wound or
my roaring except, to tell me it "served me right; I had no business with Ike; it would do me
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good; I would now keep away from 'dem Lloyd niggers.' " Miss Lucretia in this state of the case
came forward, and called me into the parlor (an extra privilege of itself), and without using
toward me any of the hard and reproachful epithets of Aunt Katy, quietly acted the good
Samaritan. With her own soft hand she washed the blood from my head and face, brought her
own bottle of balsam, and with the balsam wetted a nice piece of white linen and bound up my
head. The balsam was not more healing to the wound in my head, than her kindness was healing
to the wounds in my spirit, induced by the unfeeling words of Aunt Katy. After this Miss
Lucretia was yet more my friend. I felt her to be such; and I have no doubt that the simple act of
binding up my head did much to awaken in her heart an interest in my welfare. It is quite true
that this interest seldom showed itself in anything more than in giving me a piece of bread and
butter, but this was a great favor on a slave plantation, and I was the only one of the children to
whom such attention was paid. When very severely pinched with hunger, I had the habit of
singing, which the good lady very soon came to understand, and when she heard me singing
under her window, I was very apt to be paid for my music. Thus I had two friends, both at
important points,--Mas'r Daniel at the great house, and Miss Lucretia at home. From Mas'r
Daniel I got protection from the bigger boys, and from Miss Lucretia I got bread by singing
when I was hungry, and sympathy when I was abused by the termagant in the kitchen. For such
friendship I was deeply grateful, and bitter as are my recollections of slavery, it is a true pleasure
to recall any instances of kindness, any sunbeams of humane treatment, which found way to my
soul, through the iron grating of my house of bondage. Such beams seem all the brighter from
the general darkness into which they penetrate, and the impression they make there is vividly
distinct.
As before intimated, I received no severe treatment from the hands of my master, but the
insufficiency of both food and clothing was a serious trial to me, especially from the lack of
clothing. In hottest summer and coldest winter, I was kept almost in a state of nudity. My only
clothing--a little coarse sack-cloth or tow-linen sort of shirt, scarcely reaching to my knees, was
worn night and day and changed once a week. In the day time I could protect myself by keeping
on the sunny side of the house, or in stormy weather, in the corner of the kitchen chimney. But
the great difficulty was to keep warm during the night. The pigs in the pen had leaves, and the
horses in the stable had straw, but the children had no beds. They lodged anywhere in the ample
kitchen. I slept generally in a little closet, without even a blanket to cover me. In very cold
weather I sometimes got down the bag in which corn was carried to the mill, and crawled into
that. Sleeping there with my bead in and my feet out, I was partly protected, though never
comfortable. My feet have been so cracked with the frost that the pen with which I am writing
might be laid in the gashes. Our corn meal mush, which was our only regular if not all-sufficing
diet, when sufficiently cooled from the cooking, was placed in a large tray or trough. This was
set down either on the floor of the kitchen, or out of doors on the ground, and the children were
called like so many pigs, and like so many pigs would come, some with oyster-shells, some with
pieces of shingles, but none with spoons, and literally devour the mush. He who could eat fastest
got most, and he that was strongest got the best place, but few left the trough really satisfied. I
was the most unlucky of all, for Aunt Katy had no good feeling for me, and if I pushed the
children, or if they told her anything unfavorable of me, she always believed the worst, and was
sure to whip me.
As I grew older and more thoughtful, I became more and more filled with a sense of my
wretchedness. The unkindness of Aunt Katy, the hunger and cold I suffered, and the terrible
reports of wrongs and outrages which came to my ear, together with what I almost daily
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witnessed, led me to wish I had never been born. I used to contrast my condition with that of the
black-birds, in whose wild and sweet songs I fancied them so happy. Their apparent joy only
deepened the shades of my sorrow. There are thoughtful days in the lives of children-- at least
there were in mine--when they grapple with all the great primary subjects of knowledge, and
reach in a moment conclusions which no subsequent experience can shake. I was just as well
aware of the unjust, unnatural, and murderous character of slavery, when nine years old, as I am
now. Without any appeal to books, to laws, or to authorities of any kind, to regard God as "Our
Father," condemned slavery as a crime.
I was in this unhappy state when I received from Miss Lucretia the joyful intelligence that
my old master had determined to let me go to Baltimore to live with Mr. Hugh Auld, a brother to
Mr. Thomas Auld, Miss Lucretia's husband. I shall never forget the ecstacy with which I
received this information, three days before the time set for my departure. They were the three
happiest days I had ever known. I spent the largest part of them in the creek, washing off the
plantation scurf, and thus preparing for my new home. Miss Lucretia took a lively interest in
getting me ready. She told me I must get all the dead skin off my feet and knees, for the people
in Baltimore were very cleanly, and would laugh at me if I looked dirty; and besides she was
intending to give me a pair of trowsers, but which I could not put on unless I got all the dirt off.
This was a warning which I was bound to heed, for the thought of owning and wearing a pair of
trowsers was great indeed. So I went at it in good earnest, working for the first time in my life in
the hope of reward. I was greatly excited, and could hardly consent to sleep lest I should be left.
The ties that ordinarily bind children to their homes, had no existence in my case, and in thinking
of a home elsewhere, I was confident of finding none that I should relish less than the one I was
leaving. If I should meet with hardship, hunger, and nakedness, I had known them all before, and
I could endure them elsewhere, especially in Baltimore, for I had something of the feeling about
that city that is expressed in the saying that "being hanged in England is better than dying a
natural death in Ireland." I had the strongest desire to see Baltimore. My cousin Tom, a boy two
or three years older than I, had been there, and, though not fluent in speech (he stuttered
immoderately), he had inspired me with that desire by his eloquent descriptions of the place.
Tom was sometimes cabin-boy on board the sloop "Sally Lloyd" (which Capt. Thomas Auld
commanded), and when he came home from Baltimore he was always a sort of hero among us, at
least till his trip to Baltimore was forgotten. I could never tell him anything, or point out
anything that struck me as beautiful or powerful, but that he had seen something in Baltimore far
surpassing it. Even the "great house," with all its pictures within, and pillars without, he had the
hardihood to say, "was nothing to Baltimore." He bought a trumpet (worth sixpence) and brought
it home; told what he had seen in the windows of the stores; that he had heard shooting-crackers,
and seen soldiers; that he had seen a steamboat; that there were ships in Baltimore that could
carry four such sloops as the "Sally Lloyd." He said a great deal about the Market house; of the
ringing of the bells, and of many other things which roused my curiosity very much, and indeed
which brightened my hopes of happiness in my new home. We sailed out of Miles River for
Baltimore early on a Saturday morning. I remember only the day of the week, for at that time I
had no knowledge of the days of the month, nor indeed of the months of the year. On setting sail
I walked aft and gave to Col. Lloyd's plantation what I hoped would be the last look I should
give to it, or to anyplace like it. After taking this last view, I quitted the quarter-deck, made my
way to the bow of the boat, and spent the remainder of the day in looking ahead; interesting
myself in what was in the distance, rather than in what was near by, or behind. The vessels
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sweeping along the bay were objects full of interest to me. The broad bay opened like a shoreless
ocean on my boyish vision, filling me with wonder and admiration.
Late in the afternoon we reached Annapolis, stopping there not long enough to admit of
going ashore. It was the first large town I had ever seen, and though it was inferior to many a
factory village in New England, my feelings on seeing it were excited to a pitch very little below
that reached by travelers at the first view of Rome. The dome of the State house was especially
imposing, and surpassed in grandeur the appearance of the "great house" I had left behind. So the
great world was opening upon me, and I was eagerly acquainting myself with its multifarious
lessons.
We arrived in Baltimore on Sunday morning, and landed at Smith's wharf, not far from
Bowly's wharf. We had on board a large flock of sheep, for the Baltimore market; and after
assisting in driving them to the slaughter house of Mr. Curtiss, on Loudon Slater's hill, I was
conducted by Rich--one of the hands belonging to the sloop--to my new home on Alliciana
street, near Gardiner's ship-yard, on Fell's point. Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Auld, my new master and
mistress, were both at home and met me at the door with their rosy-cheeked little son Thomas, to
take care of whom was to constitute my future occupation. In fact it was to "little Tommy,"
rather than to his parents, that old master made a present of me, and, though there was no legal
form or arrangement entered into, I have no doubt that Mr. and Mrs. Auld felt that in due time I
should be the legal property of their bright-eyed and beloved boy Tommy. I was struck with the
appearance especially of my new mistress. Her face was lighted with the kindliest emotions; and
the reflex influence of her countenance, as well as the tenderness with which she seemed to
regard me, while asking me sundry little questions, greatly delighted me, and lit up, to my fancy,
the pathway of my future. Little Thomas was affectionately told by his mother, that "there was
his Freddy," and that "Freddy would take care of him;" and I was told to "be kind to little
Tommy," an injunction I scarcely needed, for I had already fallen in love with the dear boy. With
these little ceremonies I was initiated into my new home, and entered upon my peculiar duties,
then unconscious of a cloud to dim its broad horizon.
I may say here that I regard my removal from Col. Lloyd's plantation as one of the most
interesting and fortunate events of my life. Viewing it in the light of human likelihoods, it is
quite probable that but for the mere circumstance of being thus removed, before the rigors of
slavery had fully fastened upon me; before my young spirit had been crushed under the iron
control of the slave-driver, I might have continued in slavery until emancipated by the war.
CHAPTER X.
LEARNING TO READ.
ESTABLISHED in my new home in Baltimore, I was not very long in perceiving that in
picturing to myself what was to be my life there, my imagination had painted only the bright
side; and that the reality had its dark shades as well as its light ones. The open country which had
been so much to me, was all shut out. Walled in on every side by towering brick buildings, the
heat of the summer was intolerable to me, and the hard brick pavements almost blistered my feet.
If I ventured out on to the streets, new and strange objects glared upon me at every step, and
startling sounds greeted my ears from all directions. My country eyes and ears were confused
and bewildered. Troops of hostile boys pounced upon me at every corner. They chased me, and
called me "Eastern-Shore man," till really I almost wished myself back on the Eastern Shore. My
new mistress happily proved to be all she had seemed, and in her presence I easily forgot all
outside annoyances. Mrs. Sophia was naturally of an excellent disposition-- kind, gentle, and
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cheerful. The supercilious contempt for the rights and feelings of others, and the petulence and
bad humor which generally characterized slaveholding ladies, were all quite absent from her
manner and bearing toward me. She had never been a slaveholder--a thing then quite unusual at
the South--but had depended almost entirely upon her own industry for a living. To this fact the
dear lady no doubt owed the excellent preservation of her natural goodness of heart, for slavery
could change a saint into a sinner, and an angel into a demon. I hardly knew how to behave
towards "Miss Sopha," as I used to call Mrs. Hugh Auld. I could not approach her even as I had
formerly approached Mrs. Thomas Auld. Why should I hang down my head, and speak with
bated breath, when there was no pride to scorn me, no coldness to repel me, and no hatred to
inspire me with fear? I therefore soon came to regard her as something more akin to a mother
than a slaveholding mistress. So far from deeming it impudent in a slave to look her straight in
the face, she seemed ever to say, "look up, child; don't be afraid." The sailors belonging to the
sloop esteemed it a great privilege to be the bearers of parcels or messages to her, for whenever
they came, they were sure of a most kind and pleasant reception. If little Thomas was her son,
and her most dearly loved child, she made me something like his half-brother in her affections. If
dear Tommy was exalted to a place on his mother's knee, "Feddy" was honored by a place at the
mother's side. Nor did the slave-boy lack the caressing strokes of her gentle hand, soothing him
into the consciousness that, though motherless, he was not friendless. Mrs. Auld was not only
kindhearted, but remarkably pious; frequent in her attendance of public worship, much given to
reading the Bible, and to chanting hymns of praise when alone. Mr. Hugh was altogether a
different character. He cared very little about religion; knew more of the world and was more a
part of the world, than his wife. He set out doubtless to be, as the world goes, a respectable man,
and to get on by becoming a successful ship-builder, in that city of ship-building. This was his
ambition, and it fully occupied him. I was of course of very little consequence to him, and when
he smiled upon me, as he sometimes did, the smile was borrowed from his lovely wife, and like
all borrowed light, was transient, and vanished with the source whence it was derived. Though I
must in truth characterize Master Hugh as a sour man of forbidding appearance, it is due to him
to acknowledge that he was never cruel to me, according to the notion of cruelty in Maryland.
During the first year or two, he left me almost exclusively to the management of his wife. She
was my law-giver. In hands so tender as hers, and in the absence of the cruelties of the
plantation, I became both physically and mentally much more sensitive, and a frown from my
mistress caused me far more suffering than had Aunt Katy's hardest cuffs. Instead of the cold,
damp floor of my old master's kitchen, I was on carpets; for the corn bag in winter, I had a good
straw bed, well furnished with covers; for the coarse corn meal in the morning, I had good bread
and mush occasionally; for my old tow-linen shirt, I had good clean clothes. I was really well off.
My employment was to run of errands, and to take care of Tommy; to prevent his getting in the
way of carriages, and to keep him out of harm's way generally. So for a time every thing went
well. I say for a time, because the fatal poison of irresponsible power, and the natural influence
of slave customs, were not very long in making their impression on the gentle and loving
disposition of my excellent mistress. She regarded me at first as a child, like any other. This was
the natural and spontaneous thought; afterwards, when she came to consider me as property, our
relations to each other were changed, but a nature so noble as hers could not instantly become
perverted, and it took several years before the sweetness of her temper was wholly lost.
The frequent hearing of my mistress reading the Bible aloud, for she often read aloud when
her husband was absent, awakened my curiosity in respect to this mystery of reading, and roused
in me the desire to learn. Up to this time I had known nothing whatever of this wonderful art, and
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my ignorance and inexperience of what it could do for me, as well as my confidence in my
mistress, emboldened me to ask her to teach me to read. With an unconsciousness and
inexperience equal to my own, she readily consented, and in an incredibly short time, by her kind
assistance, I had mastered the alphabet and could spell words of three or four letters. My mistress
seemed almost as proud of my progress as if I had been her own child, and supposing that her
husband would be as well pleased, she made no secret of what she was doing for me. Indeed, she
exultingly told him of the aptness of her pupil, and of her intention to persevere in teaching me,
as she felt her duty to do, at least to read the Bible. And here arose the first dark cloud over my
Baltimore prospects, the precursor of chilling blasts and drenching storms. Master Hugh was
astounded beyond measure, and probably for the first time proceeded to unfold to his wife the
true philosophy of the slave system, and the peculiar rules necessary in the nature of the case to
be observed in the management of human chattels. Of course he forbade her to give me any
further instruction, telling her in the first place that to do so was unlawful, as it was also unsafe;
"for," said he, "if you give a nigger an inch he will take an ell. Learning will spoil the best nigger
in the world. If he learns to read the Bible it will forever unfit him to be a slave. He should know
nothing but the will of his master, and learn to obey it. As to himself, learning will do him no
good, but a great deal of harm, making him disconsolate and unhappy. If you teach him how to
read, he'll want to know how to write, and this accomplished, he'll be running away with
himself." Such was the tenor of Master Hugh's oracular exposition; and it must be confessed that
he very clearly comprehended the nature and the requirements of the relation of master and
slave. His discourse was the first decidedly anti-slavery lecture to which it had been my lot to
listen. Mrs. Auld evidently felt the force of what he said, and like an obedient wife, began to
shape her course in the direction indicated by him. The effect of his words on me was neither
slight nor transitory. His iron sentences, cold and harsh, sunk like heavy weights deep into my
heart, and stirred up within me a rebellion not soon to be allayed. This was a new and special
revelation, dispelling a painful mystery against which my youthful understanding had struggled,
and struggled in vain, to wit, the white man's power to perpetuate the enslavement of the black
man. "Very well," thought I. "Knowledge unfits a child to be a slave." I instinctively assented to
the proposition, and from that moment I understood the direct pathway from slavery to freedom.
It was just what I needed, and it came to me at a time and from a source whence I least expected
it. Of course I was greatly saddened at the thought of losing the assistance of my kind mistress,
but the information so instantly derived to some extent compensated me for the loss I had
sustained in this direction. Wise as Mr. Auld was, he underrated my comprehension, and had
little idea of the use to which I was capable of putting the impressive lesson he was giving to his
wife. He wanted me to be a slave; I had already voted against that on the home plantation of Col.
Lloyd. That which he most loved I most hated; and the very determination which he expressed to
keep me in ignorance only rendered me the more resolute to seek intelligence. In learning to
read, therefore, I am not sure that I do not owe quite as much to the opposition of my master as
to the kindly assistance of my amiable mistress. I acknowledge the benefit rendered me by the
one, and by the other, believing that but for my mistress I might have grown up in ignorance.
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CHAPTER XI.
GROWING IN KNOWLEDGE.
I LIVED in the family of Mr. Auld, at Baltimore, seven years, during which time, as the
almanac makers say of the weather, my condition was variable. The most interesting feature of
my history here, was my learning to read and write under somewhat marked disadvantages. In
attaining this knowledge I was compelled to resort to indirections by no means congenial to my
nature, and which were really humiliating to my sense of candor and uprightness. My mistress,
checked in her benevolent designs toward me, not only ceased instructing me herself, but set her
face as a flint against my learning to read by any means. It is due to her to say, however, that she
did not adopt this course in all its stringency at first. She either thought it unnecessary, or she
lacked the depravity needed to make herself forget at once my human nature. She was, as I have
said, naturally a kind and tender-hearted woman, and in the humanity of her heart and the
simplicity of her mind, she set out, when I first went to live with her, to treat me as she supposed
one human being ought to treat another.
Nature never intended that men and women should be either slaves or slaveholders, and
nothing but rigid training long persisted in, can perfect the character of the one or the other. Mrs.
Auld was singularly deficient in the qualities of a slaveholder. It was no easy matter for her to
think or to feel that the curly-headed boy, who stood by her side, and even leaned on her lap,
who was loved by little Tommy, and who loved little Tommy in turn, sustained to her only the
relation of a chattel. I was more than that; she felt me to be more than that. I could talk and sing;
I could laugh and weep; I could reason and remember; I could love and hate. I was human, and
she, dear lady, knew and felt me to be so. How could she then treat me as a brute without a
mighty struggle with all the noblest powers of her soul. That struggle came, and the will and
power of the husband was victorious. Her noble soul was overcome, and he who wrought the
wrong was injured in the fall no less than the rest of the household. When I went into that
household, it was the abode of happiness and contentment. The wife and mistress there was a
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model of affection and tenderness. Her fervent piety and watchful uprightness made it impossible
to see her without thinking and feeling "that woman is a Christian." There was no sorrow nor
suffering for which she had not a tear, and there was no innocent joy for which she had not a
smile. She had bread for the hungry, clothes for the naked, and comfort for every mourner who
came within her reach. But slavery soon proved its ability to divest her of these excellent
qualities, and her home of its early happiness. Conscience cannot stand much violence. Once
thoroughly injured, who is he who can repair the damage? If it be broken toward the slave on
Sunday, it will be toward the master on Monday. It cannot long endure such shocks. It must
stand unharmed, or it does not stand at all. As my condition in the family waxed bad, that of the
family waxed no better. The first step in the wrong direction was the violence done to nature and
to conscience, in arresting the benevolence that would have enlightened my young mind. In
ceasing to instruct me, my mistress had to seek to justify herself to herself, and once consenting
to take sides in such a debate, she was compelled to hold her position. One needs little
knowledge of moral philosophy to see where she inevitably landed. She finally became even
more violent in her opposition to my learning to read than was Mr. Auld himself. Nothing now
appeared to make her more angry than seeing me, seated in some nook or corner, quietly reading
a book or newspaper. She would rush at me with the utmost fury, and snatch the book or paper
from my hand, with something of the wrath and consternation which a traitor might be supposed
to feel on being discovered in a plot by some dangerous spy. The conviction once thoroughly
established in her mind, that education and slavery were incompatible with each other, I was
most narrowly watched in all my movements. If I remained in a separate room from the family
for any considerable length of time, I was sure to be suspected of having a book, and was at once
called to give an account of myself. But this was too late: the first and never-to-be-retraced step
had been taken. Teaching me the alphabet had been the "inch" given, I was now waiting only for
the opportunity to "take the ell."
Filled with the determination to learn to read at any cost, I hit upon many expedients to
accomplish that much desired end. The plan which I mainly adopted, and the one which was the
most successful, was that of using my young white playmates, with whom I met on the streets, as
teachers. I used to carry almost constantly a copy of Webster's spelling-book in my pocket, and
when sent of errands, or when play-time was allowed me, I would step aside with my young
friends and take a lesson in spelling. I am greatly indebted to these boys--Gustavus Dorgan,
Joseph Bailey, Charles Farity, and William Cosdry.
Although slavery was a delicate subject, and very cautiously talked about among grown up
people in Maryland, I frequently talked about it, and that very freely, with the white boys. I
would sometimes say to them, while seated on a curbstone or a cellar door, "I wish I could be
free, as you will be when you get to be men." "You will be free, you know, as soon as you are
twenty-one, and can go where you like, but I am a slave for life. Have I not as good a right to be
free as you have?" Words like these, I observed, always troubled them; and I had no small
satisfaction in drawing out from them, as I occasionally did, that fresh and bitter condemnation
of slavery which ever springs from nature unseared and unperverted. Of all conscience, let me
have those to deal with, which have not been seared and bewildered with the cares and
perplexities of life. I do not remember ever to have met with a boy while I was in slavery, who
defended the system, but I do remember many times, when I was consoled by them, and by them
encouraged to hope that something would yet occur by which I would be made free. Over and
over again, they have told me that "they believed I had as good a right to be free as they had,"
and that "they did not believe God ever made any one to be a slave." It is easily seen that such
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little conversations with my play-fellows had no tendency to weaken my love of liberty, nor to
render me contented as a slave.
When I was about thirteen years old, and had succeeded in learning to read, every increase
of knowledge, especially anything respecting the free states, was an additional weight to the
almost intolerable burden of my thought--"I am a slave for life." To my bondage I could see no
end. It was a terrible reality, and I shall never be able to tell how sadly that thought chafed my
young spirit. . . . I was no longer the light-hearted, gleesome boy, full of mirth and play, as when
I landed in Baltimore. Light had penetrated the moral dungeon where I had lain, and I saw the
bloody whip for my back, and the iron chain for my feet, and my good kind master, he was the
author of my situation. The revelation haunted me, stung me, and made me gloomy and
miserable. As I writhed under the sting and torment of this knowledge I almost envied my fellow
slaves their stupid indifference. It opened my eyes to the horrible pit, and revealed the teeth of
the frightful dragon that was ready to pounce upon me; but alas, it opened no way for my escape.
I wished myself a beast, a bird, anything rather than a slave.
From Wikipedia: “On September 3, 1838, Douglass successfully escaped by boarding a train to
Havre de Grace, Maryland. Dressed in a sailor's uniform, he carried identification papers
provided by a free black seaman. He crossed the Susquehanna River by ferry at Havre de Grace,
then continued by train to Wilmington, Delaware. From there he went by steamboat to "Quaker
City" (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) and continued to New York” and from there to
Massachusetts.
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